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Before reaching the middle landing, however, he checked himself on the
reflection that he must avoid _____________ attention, and went on more
slowly, if still with many a symptom of nervous haste.

1.

(attract)

A slight flush dawned upon the cheek; the hands were tightly closed, and
another groan preceded one desperate attempt to throw off the load which
prevented _____________ animation.

2.

(return)

The chickens that escaped _____________ had been suffocated.3. (drown)

Hector was rocked back in his saddle, but somehow managed to avoid
_____________ off.
4.

(fall)

To very slightly oil the seal will prevent it _____________ to the wax and
thereby spoiling the impression.
5.

(adhere)

After careful consideration, we decided that the situation was sufficiently
grave to warrant _____________ to the enemy our possession of this new
device.

6.

(reveal)

This friendly little reproach disguises the certitude that Caroline wishes to
enjoy _____________ the serious matters which Adolphe wishes to conceal.
7.

(respect)

Agnes had brought a plate; and the teacher, to avoid _____________
offence, took his seat at the table.
8.

(give)

Tom, however, was not over sensitive, so he kept on _____________
about Bob's adventure at the fence.
9.

(talk)

I suggested _____________ one of my men for it in the evening, but he
insisted upon my taking it with me, and as the bear was evidently as gentle as
a kitten I called a closed cab and drove away with it.

10.

(send)

I shall give out that I strained myself a bit the last time I was out, and must
give up _____________ for a time.
11.

(ride)
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Part of that evening I spent _____________ in the inn, and an hour after
closing-time I came upon my friend with whispered greeting at the appointed
spot.

12.

(smoke)

Before you get it over your head, the tendency of the water to keep on
_____________ up is so strong that it pulls on your arm and hand and
presses against the bottom of the pail above it.

13.

(go)

But in order to avoid _____________ his wish to abate inquiry, he could
talk about aspects of the case that would not involve it.
14.

(show)

Even in letting himself down into the water by the branches, he had
managed so as to avoid _____________ off a shower of twigs and fresh
leaves, or even bark, to float down and indicate the way of his disappearance.

15.

(break)

Emerson was not much annoyed by them; he enjoyed _____________
character in all its phases.
16.

(study)

He became more and more thoughtful-kept on _____________ and
_____________ till near Christmas, and then a flower of thought came forth.
17.

(think) (think)

He described his home and how his sister looked when she came to visit
us, and I faintly recalled _____________ him with the others who were some
years my senior.

18.

(see)

So, of course, I got angry at him and he looked at me, with a smile that
was half a sneer, and told me to keep on _____________ just like that.
19.

(look)

I felt quite glad that they had found me, although I do not care for playing
tennis, and, as a rule, enjoy _____________ articles.
20.

(write)
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